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Welcome to Purgatory - a world where anything can happen.Everything is going well for Liam. He's

just won a martial arts competition and got lucky with a hot girl when he is suddenly flung through a

portal into the strange world of Purgatory. A world full of valkyries, elves, goblins and succubi,

pulsing with magic and sexual energy. A world where Liam's steel sword and iPod full of 20th

Century knowledge make him a virtual superhero. A world where people want him dead...The

Murder Stroke is a 32,000 word erotic fantasy novella featuring epic adventure, unique characters

and plenty of sex. Liam will return in Riposte.
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Good read story line is somewhat believable..characters develop quickly but well,mc is just enough

of a smart Alec to be fun but not annoying will definitely buy the rest of the books

Ah what a nice story, I didn't get any good expectations but i can feel there was lot of researches



involved in the book. The MC, i don't know in which box to catalogue him; horny teen? Geek?

Muscle brain? Because sometimes he showed surprising maturity. The heroin was simpler and

adorable, Meg looks like a porn star... But with an IQ like a science girl. Normally that kind of

powerful woman make a man quake in his boots because he thinks he can't stand near her, but

Liam bridge the gap quite easily.The series has a nice start, waiting for the next book to see how it

goes.Please don't let it devolve in a purposeless Harem story!

This book was a really fun read. The world that the main character finds himself in is very unique,

and I enjoyed his background as a recreational swordsman. In a lot of these "transport to another

world" type stories, the main character receives some kind of magic power to put them on a

somewhat even playing field, so it was nice to see that this story didn't take that easy path.I found

all of the secondary characters to be engaging, there was a lot of humor in their interactions, and I

think the author did a great job on the combat and erotic scenes. The only down-side to this book is

that it is pretty short, although the sequel is out already and the next book is due in September so

the author is writing them pretty quickly.

took a chance on this and really enjoyed it. i agree that it was too short and it comes from enjoyment

cut short rather than value for the money.this author shows a lot of promise and i'm looking forward

to reading more of his work. the characters were introduced with just enough tease of detail to make

me want to know more about them, the plot concept was interesting enough that i want to know

more about it.really, only one thing bothered me; what did he know about with the olive oil?

The book itself has a pretty good premise with an interesting world and characters. Worth the read.It

is a novella and it will leave you wanting to read more of it in the best way.

A well written book with a good concept though as stated previously the sex scenes were functional

but a little lack luster. Definitely give it a try if you want light fantasy with a good concept and what

looks like interesting characters.P.S. for the author if you read this please keep the social

commentary to a minimum and please keep netorare (cheating/swinging) content away from the

main characters.

The only down side of this book is that is short and the squeal isn't out yet. For a erotic fantasy the

sex scenes are a little lack luster but I didn't mind that much considering how interesting the world



is. I look forward to see how the series progressesP.S. The author really needs to get his author's

page in order, Only two of his books are listed on it.

The fantasy is innovative and the characters believable as well as exotic. The sex is well presented

and suits the characters, who I have gotten to like. The descriptions are able to draw me in.
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